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Report Summary

68%
market potential (overall)

7.1
track rating

Market Potential is the most important commercial indicator for your track. It gives a definitive
prediction of commercial success within the market and is presented as a percentage between 0%
and 85%. You're looking for a minimum of 65% to have a chance of chart success.*

The Market Potential classification indicates where the track is positioned among over 100,000
other tracks.

* Chart success assumes a reasonable promotional budget. It should also be noted that the relative
success of a single is also directly related to the existing profile of an artist.

The Track Rating is the overall rating for your track as calculated from the weighted average of all
the reviewers' ratings. This simply measures how "good" the track is overall (not necessarily the
Market Potential).
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7.1
track rating

This is the overall rating for your track as calculated from the weighted
average of all the reviewers’ ratings. This simply measures how “good” the
track is overall (not necessarily the Market Potential).

Overall Ratings



Review Analysis

Song Element Analysis

This data is generated using a technology that automatically “reads” all your reviews and
identifies which elements of your track reviewers are commenting on most. It then uses advanced
sentiment analysis technology to establish whether the overall sentiment is positive or negative.
This analysis is particularly useful to help identify which elements of your track could be improved.
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Word Cloud

This visualization reveals what emotions and key themes reviewers mentioned most often in their
reviews. The larger the word, the more often it was used by reviewers when describing your track.

melody notes singer lyrics musical saxophone amazing
high clear powerful instruments smooth classic jazz beat love
sax female style background jazzy piano catchy drums beginning words chorus

fits



Rating: 6 This is a strong melody. I enjoy the instrumentals. These notes are brave and
bold. The singer is talented. She sings so well with these epic beats. The lyrics
are written well. Everything comes together in a lively manner in this musical
track. I enjoy it! An easy to relate to song.

Rating: 8 That saxophone is really nice. The singer is also amazing as she continuously
puts out high notes through the song. Her voice is clear and powerful and that
is the most important characteristic and every vocalist has that talent. This
girl is going to go far.

Rating: 8 The instruments proceed in a smooth set of a classic jazz condition,
integrating a variety of lively pieces from the music. A progressive splash of
sound mixtures highlight the striking energy of the impulsive layers to the
composition. The steady flow of lyrics from the vibrant vocals add to the
melodic setup of this enigmatic track.

Rating: 9 Wow this is great, this lady has awesome singing pipes. The beat is edgy and
the rhythm guitar keeps the track ticking along nicely. I love the sax, it gives
the song a lot of soul. The vocals are superb so with lots of airplay this should
sell well.

Rating: 10 Oh my god! The intro to this song infused with this female singer's voice was
very sexy! I feel like the singer is singing directly to me. This an amazing
singer. The lyrics are great and the melody is very powerful and seductive.
This is defenitily a winner!!

Rating: 5 The song had a distinct style to it, the singer has a powerful voice with a
confident style. Her pitch was good and had a presentation of a older style of
music, which would appeal to an older audience. I couldn't understand her
lyrics though because of the background music.

Rating: 10 The first thing that really jumps out about this track is that amazing female
vocalist and then that jazzy piano creeps up on me, I think this track is great,
very well produced, and I loved the addition of the sax, I thought the lyrics
were great, not a single thing wrong with this one !

Rating: 5 The vocals sound very classic. It sounds like something you would hear in the
1950's. It has a good groove to it with well written and catchy lyrics. The
middle of the song really picks up the pace especially with the trumpet.
Overall its a really good and groovy song.

Rating: 10 I love the jazzy feel of the song with the blended piano and saxophone. The
lyrics are very upbeat and it makes me want to jump out of my seat and
boogie. The drums and bass help to compliment the jazz vibe and the electric
guitar brings it all together in perfect unison.

Reviews

These are the comments provided by the 41 music fans and consumers who listened to your track
online and left their track rating and written review.



Rating: 10 I love the jazz blues vibes right from the beginning of this track. The woman
as an incredible voice and nothing is better than real live instruments being
played in the back with such class. This song is classic and an amzing piece of
music in total.

Rating: 8 I like the song a lot there are many good things about it. The song is super
nice and the artist has such a nice voice. The beat sounds so smooth and
calm while the melody is so catchy and upbeat. The whole song is great.

Rating: 9 This song has a country sound. I like the instrument sounds and the singer
sings well with the music. The singer is rhyming good for the song. The words
are nice of a couple being together. The music is unique and had had clear
sounds.

Rating: 6 It was an interesting song I really liked the music of this song. This singer had
a warm voice and changed his voice well, he had a natural and powerful
voice. He performed his voice well in long steps with sound-making
techniques. The music was very well coordinated with the singer. There was
good excitement in this song.

Rating: 8 The music in this song has a catchy beat and both the artist and chorus
manage to sing in harmony. I would suggest raising the volume of the artists
voice a little to it doesnt get over-powered by the music. The ending of the
song sounded a bit off compared to the music in the rest of the song.

Rating: 7 A great mix of sounds, the definitely not what I expected with the trumpet
sounds and the range of instruments. I thought the vocalist sounded flippant
and not very modern sounding in terms of the tone and style. Maybe you
could soften the delivery of the instruments, and make sure there is more
clearness with the singing and holding down the words more.

Rating: 6 i liked the piano right at the beginning, it was fast and made me assume that
the song itself would be the same. however the beat and music quickly
changed and the genre became more apparent. the vocal was strong and
powerful but didn’t fit the song extremely well. the beat was consistent and
made it easy to dance along to

Rating: 7 The song started strongly with the powerful female voice and it did not
disappoint. Her powerful singing really got me going, the drums were also
powerful, the melodies were old fashioned soul I would say, with a bit of jazz
thrown in - the otherwordly arrangement in the middle 8 was a breath of fresh
air.

Rating: 7 There is a good, contemporary bluesy feel to the track. The Fifties style
saxophone playing is good. It has an odd break that doesn't add much to the
track after the chorus sections. The singing is well performed and it has an
interesting melody. The arrangement could be shortened up a bit.

Rating: 8 Jazzy song, brass instrument, funky beats and piano open the song and set
the theme, the female singer, sings a funky song to the beat. The female
singers is able to hit high notes well. The brass instrument which - I think is
the sax fits in really well with the song and is a welcome change .

Rating: 7 A track with a bluesy jazzy score with sultry saxophone leads and fills. It
features a lead vocalist with an emphatic persona as well as a good pitch and
tone. Her verses and choruses are soulfully expressed. The spacey passages
about the sky above seem dubious.



Rating: 10 The tenor sax growling in the beginning caught my attention immediately.
The staccato piano creates a bounce feel for the singer. The lyrical content
creates a clear message for the audience to here and it is something I can
relate to personally in my life.

Rating: 5 her voice is great. reminds me of Christina Aguilera. the production is a bit
dated. it sounds like something you'd hear on a cheap TV show soundtrack
CD. the chorus is terrible. the verse is decent but the chorus is atrocious. i
hate the break as well. it derails the vibe.

Rating: 2 The beginning of this is very different and attention grabbing but in a gentle
way consisting of a high pitched rapidly played piano arpeggio. It soon
launches into a retro swing/jazz song with a saxophone, piano, real drums
and a bass guitar. The female vocalist is so sassy and soulful, but then
something weird happens, it's almost as if another completely unrelated
piece of spacey music fades in. It's no accident because it happens again and
I really don't get it! There are cheesy spaceship sound effects as well which
are very off putting. I would've said that this is a well produced song but
those elements are just plain weird and unnecessary that they take this song
in novelty territory. What on earth were the creators of this thinking???

Rating: 5 The smooth jazz in the background is twinkling and shining in the spotlight. I
found enthusiastically soothing alongside the complex lyrics that the artist
portrays. The multiple fundamentals blend and merge together very nicely
and almost sensational. However the vocals could be a bit more on key and
match the tone.

Rating: 9 I like the song length and the 60’s feel to the start of the piece. It reminds me
of something that should be shown in a musical, i like the female vocal and
the harmonies and backing vocals used in this piece. I like the tempo used
throughout this piece.

Rating: 7 I really liked this song it gave me really jazz church vibes i like the piano
effect at the start and your amazing singing voice and choice of lyrics it is
clear to me that you have some real talent i would listen again and
recommend.,?

Rating: 1 This song is good however too good if anything. The artist does not match the
beat of the flow as she is way too energetic compared to the beat therfore
witha new beat i think this song could be better. Its still okay though and i
would losten.

Rating: 4 Sounds like an intro to a blues bar film. Very good Saxophone playing, and
good use of singing with the instruments, and good placement of the singing
and the backing track. Sounds more like it is from a musical theatre or film
rather than a song on its own.

Rating: 9 Very good song in my opinion. I loved the trumpet in the song and I liked the
swing of the song as well. The artist has a great voice and the band sounded
really tight. It was well produced and well mixed. I look forward to hearing
more in the future.

Rating: 10 I have heard the song before, i really like the instruments that has been used
along with the tones and beats i think her voice really fits well and its makes
me want to party, i think she is strong and i would like to listen again.



Rating: 5 This is jazz, and i dont really like jazz like that. Jazz just isnt for me. So i cant
really give an honest opinion on this song. All i can say is the stuff sounds
really good but me no. It just isnt for me Overall the song is good clean nice
smooth production.

Rating: 9 The beginning with the classic high note piano keys automatically gives this
song a burlesque and Christina Agulara kick. I love the sassiness factor, it
brings the song together and then the middle of the song glues down the
pretty rhinestones. This song will never fail.

Rating: 3 it is too much repetition of music i love it because it is a love song she is
saying the same words every time i do not like jazz music i love pop do it
doesn’t relate to me. Music is not that bad to

Rating: 8 The starting of the piano was really good and then the lady start singing this
song and it's so good. This song is for a couple of dance songs for a party. The
lady sings so well and her note of the song is so amazing. The lyrics are so
good.

Rating: 6 The jazz at the start caught me off guard but in a good way. I genuinely didn't
think Jazz could be blended with the vocals like that but it fits. Singer is pretty
good at hitting those notes. It feels like something in a movie scene where
the protagonists are just chilling and having fun

Rating: 8 The track starts on the piano and is very jazzy i love it, The tracks singer
jumps right in and starts to draw us into the track right away, The track has a
very good pace making it clearly understandable and clear, The woman
singing is dragging out the words as well an amazing touch.

Rating: 8 Beautiful voice, nice background music with the saxophone and the drums. I
Like the boldness in the singers voice, she is being direct with what she
wants. This song has a nice jazz sound, i love the intermission with
instrumentals and the way it builds up to the singer reentering in the song.

Rating: 10 the music is so good. the musical instruments are so good. this is very good.
the voice and singing is amazing. its like I'm at a concert right now. the music
is sweet. and it feels like cristmas when I listen to it. easily high rated.

Rating: 6 The drum is well played. The background music is so fluid, fits perfectly with
the song itself. The singer’s voice is nice, it has energy but is a little low,
should be a stronger voice with more yelling so that we can feel the emotions.

Rating: 9 First off the vocals and intro to this song is amazing. Although you could turn
up the vocals just a touch. The instruments used are very balanced and
definitely compliments the vibe that the lyrics give off. The vocals are very
rich and expressive, and are definitely memorable. The lyrics are very clear,
and well spoken, while still being catchy. The vocal quality is very consistent
and the artist did an amazing job. Overall, this song is amazing for what its
going for.
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